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Note: Attempt one questi n from each unit including Q.1which is compulsory.

Ql (a) Define DFT of a p riodic sequence x(n) with length N of its period.

Derive the expressi n to obtain the sequence x(n) from its DFT X(k).(4)

(b) Give the sequences defining at least five different window functions

w(n), commonly use in FIR filter designer. (4)

(c) Define the Chebysh v polynomial CN(X).Obtain the recursive relation

to build up higher 0 der Chebyshev polynomials. (4)

(d) Obtain DTFT for x( =u(n). (4)

(e) An FIR digital filter atisfies the condition h(n)=h(N-l-n), where h(n) is

it impulse respons and N is its length. Determine H(eJOJ) if N is an

odd integer. (4)

(f) H(z) = N(z) Is an al pass filter. If N(z) = ao + ajz-1 + a2z-2 and aO, aI, a2
D(z)

are real constants, what will be the expression for D(z)? Justify your

answer by proof. (5)

UNIT-I

Q (a) Find the z ansforms, giving ROC in each case

(i) x(n) = sin nmo.,u(n) (ii) x(n) = -anu( -n -1). (3+3)

(b) Find inverse z-tran form given X(z) = log(l- 2z), Izi < ~ . (3)
2

(c) Determine the fre uency response of the system characterized by

yen) = (5/ 6)y(n -I) - ~ )y(n - 2) + x(n). (3.5)

Q

2
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(a) Show that I\x(n)12 - JIX(ejOJ)1 dm. (4)
n~-oo 2Jr -7t

(b) If x(n) is real and ven show that its DTFT, X(eJOJ) is also real and

even. (4)
00

(c) Find the DTFT of t e periodic sequence given by Lo(n - kN). (4.5)
k~-«>

UNIT-II

Q (a) Define circular con olution of two periodic sequences XI (n) and X2 (n).

Show that x](n) N x2(n) gives DFT as X](k).X2(k) . (3)

(b) If x(n)DFT X(k), fin the DFT of X(n). (3)

(c) Why FFT is so imp rtant? What are its advantages? Develop the DIT-

FFT algorithm. D aw the complete flow diagram taking sequence

length N=8. (6.5)

Q (a) Given the system function: H(z)= Z-I(1+3z-]+4z-2) find the state
1+7z-1 +6z-2 +5z-3

variable At R]· Ct an 12 .
'--'~,-

(4)
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~ = [- 2 - 11 D = [1] . Find the corresponding

asmatrices

[-2-]

state variable(b) Give

A=[ 0
- -2

system function H(z) (2)

(c) Explain briefly the ampling techniques; the impulse sampling, the

natural top sampli g and the flat top sampling. Give circuits how

these are realized. Iso, explain the merits and demerits of each of

these techniques. (6.5)

(3)

(3)

(4)

current

for bilinear tran,sformation connecting s-domain

Show the mapping of points in s-domain to z-

(6.5)

analog .filter

UNIT-III

(a) Design a linear pha e FIR filter, given the desired frequency response

{ - j4w _ tr 6 < w < /6
Hd(e)W)= e - _tr . Use Hann window. Determine the

o therwise

response h(n) for th causal design. (8.5)

(b) Realize the syste function - as cascade, parallel and canonic. -)

stnictures, given H(z) = ( )( Z)( ) .
! I 1 I I I I'

\ l--z- l--z- I---z-
632

, ,

(a) Derive itJ;1erelatio

and the iz-domain

domain.,

(b) By using Impulse Invariant Response, transform the

I i b

Ha (s) 11' )2 to H(z).
I s+a +b2

(c) Defmer. "minimum phase and maximum-phase fliters

H(z) ~.I,i,.il-l~ Z-l )(1 5z-l)

,.." , into the form H(z)=Hmin(Z).Hall(Z).Where

'(1-2z-1)(1 ~Z-l)
Hmin(Z)i:s a minim m phase and H~.l1(z)is an all pass filt~r.

I I
, I

Q6

j' UNIT-IV

8 (a) Design a digital B tterworth filter, meeting the specifications:-

PassworJd 0.8 S IH eJW)1 S I 0.7trlwl S Jr
use bilinear transformation

stop baYfd jH(eiW) S 0.21 0 S Iwl S O.2tr

and take T=1. (8)

(b) Give the frequen y transformation to transform a .lowpass filter with

pass band 0 to () to a high pass filter, with pass band wp toJr. Derive

the value of a in terms of ()p and wp. (4.5)

Q9 (a) For a finite leng Register with b+1 bits and the rounding off as the

quantization me ad, fmd the (4)

(i) mean me of t e quantization error e(n),

(ii)Variance (je2 f the quantization error e(n).

(b) If the above err t signal is passed through a digital system h(n}. What

would be the m an and variance of the outputsequence? (4)

(c) For a random s quencex(ri); ,how do we compute its Power Spectrum

Density (PSD)? Assume' the random process as stationary and is

ergodic in the fi st and second moments. (4.5)
************
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